Vocabulary
Charlotte’s Web
Chapters 20 - 22

Match each vocabulary word from the story, "Charlotte’s Web" to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

1. pompous  a. quietly and gently
2. trembled  b. sadness caused by loss or loneliness
3. disgust   c. pains or troubles
4. rapidly   d. a strong feeling of dislike
5. phenomenon e. sad and lonely
6. ails       f. believing you are smarter, better, or more important than others
7. meekly    g. something that is difficult to explain or understand
8. sentiments h. an attitude or opinion
9. desolation i. to shake because you're afraid or nervous
10. forlorn  j. quickly
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Answer Key

Vocabulary

Charlotte's Web

Chapters 5 - 8

Match each vocabulary word from the story, "Charlotte's Web" to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

f
1. pompous
a. quietly and gently

i
2. trembled
b. sadness caused by loss or loneliness

d
3. disgust
c. pains or troubles

j
4. rapidly
d. a strong feeling of dislike

g
5. phenomenon
e. sad and lonely

c
6. ails
f. believing you are smarter, better, or more important than others

a
7. meekly
g. something that is difficult to explain or understand

h
8. sentiments
h. an attitude or opinion

b
9. desolation
i. to shake because you're afraid or nervous

e
10. forlorn
j. quickly
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